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" ... the truth being that the Rules completely ignore a cru 
cial feature of the legal problem which deviations and 
deviation clauses raise". 

TEMPERLEY 
I 

In the naval science great importance is attached to the deviation 
of the compass. This has been described as the horizontal angle through 
which a magnetic needle is deflected away from the magnetic meridian 
by the counter-attraction of the ship's iron 1. Similarly to other terms 
which have been used in different sense, the word deviation has acqui
red several meanings and has significance not only in the naval, tech
nical science. No less is its position in the bw, in legal science. For 
centuries far-going legal consequences have been attached to deviation 
in the maritime laws of sea-faring nations. 

Like other legal concepts, the concept under the term "devia
tion" had throughout its long history various scope and content. 
It has its origin and course of development, it performed important 
function in the law of carriage of goods by sea. Its "curriculum vitae" 
shaped by the economic needs of sea trade, by conflicting interests of 
the sellers, carriers, insurers, bankers, buyers presents undoubtedly one 
of the fascinating topics for historical investigation. For the research 
digging beneath the surface of the legal term into its economic and 
social background. 

* This pajper was submitted on Apnl 29, 1958 at the Harvard Law School to 
Professor Harold J. Berman in the Seminar on Legal Problems of International 
Trade in Satisfaction of the Requirements of that Seminar. 

t Cf, e. g. Encyclopedia Britannica, Vol. 6, rp. 173; vol. 7, p. 283. 
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Its. background deserves certainly scholarly investIgation. DevIation 
had great importance when the sailing ship ruled the seas. And when 
the steam and motor overcame the clipper, deviation did not loose its 
weighty significance in the maritime adventure. The modern ship still 
deviates. Indeed, fruitful resu.lts await the research directed to disco
ver what, how, when and why created the con~ept of deviation, and 
110W in turn this concept served and influenced its "forces creatrices 
de droit". How doing so in its own country, it, not infrequently, drew 
from and gave to the sources of law of external provenience. 

Naturally, the method suggested above, very difficult but most de
sirable for widest possible illumination of the concept u.nder research, 
for thorough understanding of its present from its past, and its future 
from its present status - obviously such method would lead to a weighty 
book on deviation. Project of this kind cannot be embarked upon within 
the limits of the present paper. Or let us put it frankly: We are not 
able to achieve now this admirable goal. 

Therefore, with the limited means at our disposal we propose to 
organize the work on deviation before us in the following way: The 
discussion will be conducted within the scope of the respective provi
sions of The Hague Rules. More specifically, we shall attempt to con
sider the topic in the light of the rules on deviation adopted in the 
Brussels Convention of 1924 - the International Convention for the 
Unification of Certain Rules Relating to Bills of Lading -- and in its, 
more or less reliable, "photographs" which may be found in the legi
slative acts put into effect in the states indicated by the title of this 
essay. 

The law of sea carriage, then, will be the main scene of our endea
vour. But this is not the end of the story. Deviation has also it'o 
room in another large area of maritime law - in the law of 
insurance. This is taken into account here and, besides the law of car
ria~e, on the second scene, so to speak, we try simultaneously to throw 
light on the insurance de!lartment. In this way we hope to present 
a look at the large scope of this paper clearly suggested by its title 
We hope so with consciousness that second and third look would be 
needed to do the work aright. 

The discussion will be divided into three parts representing the 
respective countries and will be conducted along the path of the legi
slation referred to above as well as selected judicial decisions and doc
trinal reasoning. Tt will revolve around three main aspects of the 
probI<>m under examination. These are: (1) What is meant by deviation, 
(2) When deviation is reasonable or justifiable, (3) Consequences of 
unjustified deviation. At the end some comparative conclusions will be 
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formulated. In short, the plan we have embarked upon IS composed 
o£ the following chapters: I. Introductory remarks; n. English maritime 
law; Ill. American maritime law; IV. French maritime law; V. Con
clusions. 

II 

1. The BrItlsh "photograph" of the Brus8els Convention, the Car
nage of Goods by Sea Act, which received the royal assent on August 1, 
1924 2 provides in Art. IV, r. 4 that: "Any deviation in saving or attempt
mg to save life, or property at sea, or any reasonable deviation shall 
not be deemed to be an infringement or breach of these Rules or of 
the contract of carriage, and the carrier shall not be liable for any 
Joss or damage resulting therefrom. "It has been observed 3 that in 
addition to Art. IV, r. 4 provisions of Art. Ill, r. 2 and Art. Ill, r. 8 
can also be considered as applicable to the route of the ship agreed upon 
m the contract of carriage". 

Art. Ill, r. 2 states: "Su.bject to the provisions of Artlcle IV the 
carrier shall properly! and carefully load, handle, stow, carry, keep care 
for and discharge the goods carried". (Emphasis added) 4, And Art. Ill, 
r. S says that: "Any clause, covenant or agreement in a contract of car·· 
riage relieving the carrier or the ship from liability for loss or damage 
to or in connection with goods arising from negligence, fault or fallure 
in the duties and obligations provided in this Article or lessening such 
liability otherwise than as provided in these Rules shall be nu.ll and 
void and of no effect. 

"A benefit of insurance or similar clause shall be deemed to be 
a clause relieving the carrier from liability". 

The question has been put forward what is the relation between the 
provisions quoted and, in particular, what are the consequences of Art. 
IV, r. 4. It has been stated 5 that there are three possible standpoints in 
this respect. First, it may be held that any clause in the bill of lading 

2 The text of the Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1924 is based on the Hague 
Rules amended at Brussels in October, 1923. The amended draft of The Hague 
Rules (first approved at The Hague in September, 1921) of October, 1923 differs 
somewhat - but not in respect of the rules concernmg deviation - from the Inter
national Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules of Law Relating to Bills 
of Lading signed at Brussels on August 25, 1924 (Cf. Scrutton, Charterparties and 
Bills of Lading, 453 et seq. (16th ed. 1955), 

3 Scrutton, 1. c., 488. 
4 The qualification "Subject to the provisions of Atrticle IV", is omitted in 

the corresponding Section 3 (2) of the American Act 
5 Scrutton, 1 C., 488. 
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which authorizes wider freedom to deviate from the geographical or 
customary route than the freedom defined in Art. IV, r. 4 is vOId by 
virtue of Art. Ill, r. 8. Second, one may consider that the parties have 
the capacity to agree on any contractual route; however, any clause, 
outside their definition of the contractual route, providing for wider 
freedom to deviate from the contractual route than the freedom de
fined in Art. IV, r. 4 cannot be relied upon by them. Third, it is possible 
to assume tliat the freedom to deviate defined in Art. IV, r. 4 should 
be considered as an addition to the freedom of the carrier authorized in 
the bill of lading, irrespective of whether the freedom so authorized is 
eXiprE:ssed in the definition itself of the contractual route Q,r nQ,t. 

The first viewpoint is simple and finds support not only in Art. 
Ill, r. 8. It is supported sufficiently, it seems to us, by strict interpre
tation of Art. IV, r. 4 itself and by application of arg. a contrario. Such 
an approach to Art. IV, r. 4 seems to be proper because ~t is an exception
in fClvour of the carrier, an exception to the provision of Art. Ill, r. 2 the 
provision which in all probability has the character of a provision iuris 
cogentis. And an exception to the provision of such kind should be treated 
as a special rule, rule which also falls under the category of ius cogens 
and cannot be replaced or modified by a contrary clause agreed u.pon by 
the parties. 

The first approach has also the virtue consisting in that it unifies 
the rules applicable to the bills of lading and therefore realizes one of 
the objectives of the Convention and the Act. However, the courts in 
England have not accepted it and have treated deviation clauses or 
liberty to call clauses going beyond the scope of Art. IV, r. 4 as valid. 6. 

The second viewpoint is, according to Scru.tton, defensible from the 
logical point of view because, he says, "deviation" can only mean de
parture from the route contracted for 7. He adds, however, that ado-

6 Cf. Scrutton, l. c., 488 and cases cited therein: Stag Line v. Foscolo Mango 
(1932) A. C. 328 Foreman and Ellams v. Federal S. N. Co. (1928) 2 K. B. 425. 

7 Scrutton, 1, c., 488. The author points to the loose usage of the term "devia
tion" and the phrase "permissIble devIation". The ShIP proceeding from A to B -
<this is hIS example - may pUlrsue a route which differs from both - the direct 
route between A and B and the route between A and B which has been contracted 
for. Frequently the direct route is the route which has been contracted for. The 
author stresses wIth justificatlOn that deviation takes place only when the ship 
departs from the route contracted for. Often it is said that there is a "permissible 
deviation" in case where there is a departure from the direct route, although 
it is in accordance with the route contracted for. The author points out that in 
such a case there is no deviation at all, and says that the criterion of deviation 
or, as he puts it, "the Via" that is material is that which is agreed by the con
tract of the parties". Scrutton, 1. c., 302. 
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ption of the second viewpoint may result in rather artificial solutions. 
These would be based on whether or not the bill of lading contains 
such phrase as "shall be deemed to be part of the contractual voyage". 

It seems to us that the formulation itself of the second viewpoint 
raises certain objections and affords ample pOlssibility for artificial. re
sults. According to it: (a) the parties can give any definition of the 
contract route whatsoever but (b) they cannot rely on the clause which 
is not in the definition of the contract route and goes beyond the scope of 
the freedom to deviate defined in Art. IV, r. 4. 

Now, it seems to us that if "the "via" that is material is that which 
is agreed by the contract of the parties", the decisive question is whicn 
"via" is agreed. Is it reasonable to assert that the "via" in the clause 
which is not in the definition of the contract route, the clause beyond 
the scope of Art. IV, r. 4 is not agreed? Positive answer tOl this question 
would mean that the said clause is not only outside the definition of 
the contractual I'oute but also outside the contract Itself. Such answer 
seems to be unacceptable. Once we say that the parties are free to 
define whatever route they like, we should take into account all clau
ses of the bill of lading concerning the route and in the light of all of 
them decide where the contractual route runs. This means that when 
wide freedom of the parties is assumed, we are against the discrimina
tion between the definition of contractual route and the clause not 
contained in the definition. 

We think that the clause in question should be treated as being right 
within the definition. And it should be so just because the parties 
agreed to the said clause in the same way as they agreed to the ori
ginal definition and they were entirely free to so agree. We have to 
stress, however, that we reach this conclusion as a logical consequence 
of the assumption of the second viewpoint. If a,sked which viewpoint 
should be recommended for application we would vote for the first. 
It has the virtues referred to above and, moreover, what is not less 
important, it aims at protecti?n of both parties 8. Whereas the second 

8 After having written these remarks we found in Temperley, Carriage of 
Godds by Sea Act, 1924, 74-76 (ed. 1927) some sound statements on the subject, 
In fact he advocates the first view, although - as he says - it " ... may seem forced 
and artificial". The second VIew, in his opinion, leads to the conclusion that any 
deviation clause in the bill of lading is possible. And he has this to add: "This 
would be in flat opposition to the general policy of the Rules to impose a statu
tory minimum of responsibilities and liabilities and a maximum or rights and 
immunities upon the carrier". 

It would seem almost better to adopt the view outlined above, on pp. 74,75 
[reference to the first view] as to the effect of Art. Ill, Rule 2, in spite of its 
apperent artificiality; the truth being that the Rules completely ignore a crucial 
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viewpoint may tempt the carrier - and it does in practice - to 
dictate hard conditions to the shipper. 

But the conclusion at which we have arrived in the preceding re
marks brings us straight into the heart of the third viewpoint. In effect 
what we have attempted to recognize, rightly or wrongly, as the logi
cal conclusion of the second view, of the second viewpoint's assumption, 
is envisaged in the third view 9. It is because the third view treats 
expressly any freedom to deviate, agreed upon in the contract of car
riage incorporated in the bill of lading, irrespective of whether it be 
contained in the definition of contractual route or not - as validly 
conferred on the carrier. Consequently, according to the third view, 
the legislative freedom allowed by Art. IV, r. 4 is additional to the 
lreedom agreed upon in the contract of carriage. And in consequence the 
carrier is happy as a King. He has all rights and almost no duty. 

It has been stated that in the light of existing judicial decisions it is 
impossible to say with accuracy which view has been accepted by the 
courts. And it has been submitted that the second view is the best 10, 

This approach, as has been pointed out before is favorable to the car
rier. When we add to it the circumstance that there is no concept of 
con<:tructive deviation 11 in the English maritime law, the conclusion 
follows that the English carrier has better place in the law of carriage 
than his American brother. 

2. Let us now proceed with the foregoing remarks about interpre
tation questions, to the consideration of some aspects of the British 

feature of the legal problem which deviations and deviation clauses raise." 
(Emphasis added). 

Consistently with the second approach giving the parties or rather the carrier 
full freedom to define the contractual route, the Chamber of Shipping, have adopted 
the following deviatlOn clause: "The vessel shall have liberty to sail without 
pilots, to call at any ports, in any order, for bunkering or other purposes, or to 
make trial trips after notlce or adJust compasses all as part of the contract 
voyage". Temperley observes that the phrase "all as part of the contract voyage" 
" ... suffices to render valid any devlatlOn clause in any terms whatsoever." (l.c., 76). 

9 This ,reminds us that "the exclusive pursuit of the analytical method in 
dealing with legal conceptions always leads into some strait of this kind [where 
such elements of contract as proposal and acceptance cannot be clearly distin
guished], and if the pursuit (be obstinate, lands IUS in sheer fictions." (Pollock, 
Principles of Contract 7, 10th ed. 1936). 

10 Scrutton, I.c., 489. 
U "The English authorities, by which the whole doctrine of deviation was 

developed, have never hinted at such a thing [constructive deviation] ... " See 
Griffin, The repo1·t of the Chairman of the Association of Average Adjusters of 
the United States for 1932, p. 2229 (1932). We shall dwell upon this kind of devia
tion in the American part of our work. 
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carrier's obligation. In particular, let us attack what is called "usual 
and reasonable route" 12, reasonable deviation from that route and -
last not least - the consequences of unreasonable deviation. 

One of the implied obligations of the carrier, if there is no express 
contractual stipulation to the contrary - says Scrutton - is that the 
carrier's ship " ... shall carry out the voyage contracted for without 
unjustifiable deviation". (cit. omit.) 13. The anti-deviation obligation 1S 
implied in all contracts for t~e carriage of goods by sea 14. The carrier 
is obligated to proceed "by a usual and reasonable route without unju
stifiable departure from that route and without unreasonable delay" 15. 

Now, what definition do the English propose for "usual and reaso
nable route"? First of all, if no course of voyage is prescribed in the 
contraot, the direct geographical route is a "usual and reasonable route". 
How€ver, the carrier is allowed to prove, if express provisions of the 
contract do not say otherwise, that different route is usual and reaso
nable. He may support his proof by the argument that the class of his 
ship and the time of voyage impose upon him the duty to elect or at 
least justify the election of a course differing from the direct geogra
phical course. But the contract, frequently if not usually confers on the 
carrier the authority to call at ports locfllted off the usual route 16. Ne
vertheless, the terms of the contract conferring such authority have been 
measured by the courts with the aid of the principles of interpretatio 
restrictiva, and not extensiva, in other words, despite their sympathy 
for the carrier, the courts, by and large, were against an unlimited 
carrier's authority to depart. 

The foregoing statement may be illustrated by the following example: 
The bill of lading conferred on the carrier "liberty to call at any ports 
in any order and to deviate for the purpose of saving life or property", 
and the voyage was from Fiume to Dunkirk. It goes without saying 
that the above clause gave the carrier practically an unlimited autho-

12 Scrnrtton, I.c., 295. 
13 SCI1utton, I.c., 95. 
14 Other II!mplied undertakings by the carrier are: that the ship is seaworthy 

(this Ilmdedalking IS not bmdmg under the Calrrialge of Goods by Sea Acrt, 1924. 
Accordmg to the Act, the earner undertakes to exerCIse, before the voyage and 
at ros Jbegmning, what IS called due dlhgenee in order that the shiip be sealWorthy. 
This Ishows that the Engl1sh Act enlarges, wIth regard to seaworthiness, carrielr's 
privileges in the same way as the 1936 AmeJrican Act does); that the shop shall 
commence and carry out the voyage de5cnbed in the contract with the so-called 
reasonab~e dIlIgence. 

15 SClrutton, I.c., 295. 
16 FOlr examples of clauses m this dIrectIOn mtrodJuced mto charters and bills 

of ladmg, see Scrutton, l.c., 300, 301. 

7 - Prawo VII 
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rity to deviate from the usual route and that it was imposed on the 
shipper who, in all pl"obability, had no choice but to agree to it. Relying 
on this hard clause, the carrier departed to Glasgow on his own busi
ness. Owing to a storm inl the Clyde the carrier's ship was lost. 

The court decided that, despite the broad language of the clause, the 
carrier was not authorized to go up to Glasgow, but only to the ports 
in the usual course of the voyage. The court ruled that the carrier was 
liable 17. lt has been observed with justifioation that - interpreting 
such clauses as the above - the court will carefully follow the ge
neral principle that the chief purpose of the contract must not be 
defeated 18. 

The preceding observations carry us straight to the question 
unanswered expressils verbis by the BrHish Act (and American as well)
what is a deviation from the legal point of view. Scrutton defines 
it in the following words 19: "Unjustifiable departure from the contract 
route unless involuntary (e. g., resulting from error of judgment as to 
route) constitutes a deviation. (cit. omit.). Another writer 20 puts forward 
the following formula: "the essence of deviation is the voluntary sub
stitution of another voyage for the contract voyage" 21. Temperley says 
that "a deviation may be defined as a departure from the route by 
which the carrier has expressly or impliedly contracted to carry the 
goods" 22. 

The second definition, used in Payne, would not, it seems to us, be 
acceptable to Arnould. Arnould draws a clear distinction between de
viation and change of voyage. He says in particular these words: "The 
great distinction between a deviation and 8J change or abandonment of 
voyage is that in the former the original voyage, as described in the 
policy, is not given up or lost sight of, while in the latter it is" 23. He 
supports his view with Kent's definition which we like to quote in this 
place despite its American whereabouts. 

"A deviation is - says Kent 24 - not a change of the voyage but 
of the proper and usual course of performing it. The voyage insured 

17 See Leduc v. Ward (1888), 20 Q.B.D. 475; see aLso Payne, Carriage of Goods 
by Sea 59 (5th ed. 1949); see Scrurtton, l.c., 296 

18 Payne, ibidem. 
19 L.c., 296. 
20 Payne, 1. C., 60. 
21 Th~s, as we shall see later, is !liot precise since it does not distinguish 

between deviation sensu stricto and the change or voyage. 
22 L.c., 74. 
23 Arnou1d, On the Law of Marine Insurance and Average, Vol. I 374 (13th 

ed. 1950). 
24 3 Kent Corn. 317; quoted in Arnould, I.c., 374, 375. 
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is never lost sight of in cases of deviation, actual or intended. If, how
ever, the original place of destination be abandoned, in order to get 
to another port of discharge, the voyage itself becomes changed because 
one of the termini of the voyage is changed. The identity of the voyage 
is gone, and a new and disltinct voyage is substituted". 

3. It will be agreed that the crucial feature of the above ded:ini
tions, even ii.f not expressly indicated in them, is the question of reaso
nableness of deviation. If deviation is reasonable or justified, then -
this is clearly spelled out in Scrutton's wording - it loses its essential 
characteristic and the consequences, which will be described at a later 
stage, are immaterial. What is actually meant by justifiable or reaso
nable deviation? Art. IV, r. 4 of the Act adopted in Britain uses the 
concept of "reasonable deviation" (Its French cOlUnterpar't, as we shall 
see in due course, does not) and says that such a deviation IS allowed. 
It seems to us that two answers deserve particular attention. 

Scrutton says 25 that "whether a deviation is reasonable or not is 
a question of fact for the court, which must be decided in the light of all 
the circumstances of the case. " (cit. omit.)" The true test seems to be -
declares Lord Atkin in Stag Line v. Foscolo Mango 2C - what depar
ture from the contract voyage might a prudent person controlling the 
voyage at the time make and maintain, having in mind all the relevant 
circumstances existing at the time, including the terms of the contract 
and the interest of all parties concerned, but without obligation to con
sider the interests of anyone as conclusive". The Stag Line v. Foscolo 
Mango case is illuminating and it will be worth presenting its facts 27. 

The S. S. Ixia had received at a Welsh port a cargo of coal to be 
delivered at Constantinople. Two men, employees of the manufacturer of 
a fuel economiser supplied to the ship, boarded her in order to operate 
the said economiser. These men were to be left at the pilot station. 
However, they were not left as intended; they were landed at a port 
further along the coast. After landing them the ship sailed along the 
dangerous coast, instead of returning immediately to the normal course. 
Sailing in dangerous waters she stranded and was lost. 

It was found that the carrier was liable for the loss, but there was 
no certainly us to the grolund of the decision. The charterpa'rty and bill 
of lading were examined by the court, with a view to finding out 
a clause which would justify the ship's departure. No justification was 
found in these documents. Thereafter the question was considered 

25 L.c., 489. 
26 (1932) A. C 343. 
27 (1932) A. C. 328; cf. Poor, Amencan Law of Charter Parties and Ocean 

Bills of Lading 191 (4th ed. 1954). 
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whether the ship's deviation could be recognized as reasonable in the 
light of the British Act. There was no agreement on this point. Some 
judges held the view that the carrier's calling at a port further along 
the coast was reasonable, that, however, sailing along the coast after 
the men were land~d was unreasonable deviation. Other judges, their 
minority, were of the opinion that the carrier's call at the said port was 
in itself an unjustifiable deviation. We think that the minority's view 
is more in accord with the 1924 Act than the view accepted by the ma
jority. 

In the Teutonia case 28 a German ship was bound for Dunkirk. She 
called, however, at Dover because of a report that war broke out 
between Germany and France. Although declaration of war took place 
three days later, the court ruled that deviation to Dover was reaso
nable 29. 

Another case 30. A general ship 31 received goods at Swansea and 
was to proceed from Bristol to New York. She called at Queenstown 
after having suffered damages through bad weather. Her cargo was 
damaged too. The captain informed the shipowners at Bristol about 
the situation. They ordered him to go back to Bristol. The cargo owners 
were not notified by the captain. The ship and cargo were lost in the 
Avon owing to a peril enumerated in the bill of lading exceptions. The 
owners of the cargo filed a bill against the carrier for loss on a devia
tion. The proof was sUipplied that the ship's refit could be made at 
Queenstown, but the cargo could not be repaired there. It was proved 
also that both ship and cargo could be repaired at Swansea and that it 
was possible to sell cargo there. Lastly, there was a proof that at Bristol 
the ship's repair could be made with advantage and cargo could be sold. 

28 (1872) L.R. 4 P.C. 171; see a1so Payne, 1.c., 60. 

29 Similar case quoted in Berman, Cases and Materials on Legal Problems of 
International Trade (mimeo) 37 et seq. (1954). The case is Comrptoir d'Achat et 
de Vente du Boerenbond BeIge, S.A., v. wis de Ridder, Limitada. (House Df Lords, 
1949) 82 Lloyd's List Lalw Report1Js 270 (1949). The ShIP carrying the cargo :Drom 
Bahia Blanca to, Antwerp was directed by the carrier to, Lisbon because whiJe she 
was lat sea in May, 1940 the Germans invaded Belgium. Deviation to Lisibon was 
not subJect to controversy. There Iseems to be no doubt that it was reasonable 
under the circumstances of the case at bar. 

30 Taken :firom Scrntton 305, 306; interesting cases ibidem, 302-305. 

31 "Le. a Ish~p whirch is used for the carriage of the goods of several merchants 
who may desire to have them conveyed by her, and which is not employed for the 
carriage of a charterer's goods only." See Stevens' Elements of Mercantile Law 
450 (11th ed. 1950 by J. Montgomerie). 
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It was not certain, however, whether the cargo could be repaired at 
Bristol. 

According to the opinion of the jury the deviation was reasonable. 
The C. A. shared this opinion and ruled that it was not necessary to 
inform the owners of the cargo and have their sanction 32. 

In Frenkel v. Mac Andrews case 33 the plaintiff's goods were shipped 
on the defendants' ship. They were to be carried to Liverpool, and to 
Bradford. The defendants operated more ships between Liverpool and 
Spanish Mediterranean ports. They used to call at Malaga either on 
the outward voyage or on the homeward voyage. They did not do that 
on both voyages. In the principal case they put into Malaga on the 
outwa~d journey before sailing up the east Spanish coast. 

The route to be pursued by any given ship of the defendants was 
advertized at Malaga in the local press, and in the principal case the 
plaintiff's agents were found to have known the route. The plaintiff's 
goods were lost owing to storm on the outward voyage between Malaga 
and Cartagena. He filed the bill demanding the value of the goods. 
The defendants thought that they were protected by the bill of lading 
exception clauses. The plaintiff insisted that the defendants were not 
entitled to bill . of lading exceptions because their ship deviated from 
the contractual voyage. The Court ruled that the bill of lading did not 
define the terminus a quo of the voyage and its terminus ad quem. 
In view of this - the court held - parol evidence was permissible to 
explain what was the contractual voyage in the principal case. And 
it appeared from the evidence that the plaintiff's agents knew what 
route was planned in the case in question and had knowledge of the 
practice of the defendants' ships. The Court held in the light of this 
evidence that the route pursued by the defendants' ship was a custo
mary route and consequently it was authorized by the contract of car
riage. 

The Court concluded that there was no deviation. However, the 
Court's decision raises some doubts with regard to the contract of ma
rine insurance. It is not certain whether it is applicable to the insu
rance contract in the same extent as to the contract of carriage. "It is 
undoubted - says Arnould 34 - that a marine insurance policy must 
contain a description of ihe voyage insured sufficient to indicate 
clearly the terminus a quo and the terminus ad quem: otherwise the 
policy is void" (cit. omit.). In the light of this approach it seems reaso-

32 Phelps, James &. Co. v HIll (1891) I Q. B. 605. See Scrutton, I.e., 306. 
33 (1929) A. C. 545. See ArnO\lld 387, 388, 
ML~3~ . 
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nable to assume that the description of the voyage in, the principal case 
would not be sufficient for a marine insurance policy. 

True, if the voyage insured is sufficiently described, it is permis
sible to prove what is usual and customary route on such a voyage 35. 

However, the question remains open whether a more difficult proof 
than in the principal case would be required, i. e. a proof of usage or 
custom sensu stricto in order to establish the existence of the "usual 
and customary course" within the meaning of sub-section 46 (2) (b) of 
the Marine Insurance Act, 1906 36• 

Arnould observes 37 that "it appears doubtful whether an underwri
ter, not actually conversant with such a practice as was shown to 
exist in this case [the case stated above], can be bound by anything 
less than strict proof of custom and usage to accept the substantial 
alteration of the risk, which such a practice may involve". 

The preceding review leads to the conclusion that two generabza
tions are possible with regard to the notion of reasonable deviation. 
First, deviation is reasonable if it is made for the safety of the voyage, 
for its successful prosecution. And the decision as to whether the pro
secution and safety of the voyage require deviation frpm the contrac-

35 See Arnould, 1 c, 388 and the case cited therein. 
36 The Act became law on January 1,1907 Its fun hitle ~s "An Act to codify 

the Law /relatmg to Marine Insurance". This htle constitutes a part of the Act 
and as such it may be helpful for the mterpretation of the Act. Cf. Arnould, Le 
3. Section 46 of the Act reads as folLows: 
46 - (1) Where a ship, wIthout lawful excuse, deviates from the voyage contempla
ted by the ,[lOhcy, the 'insurer IS discharged from liability as from the time of 
deviation, and It IS immate:nlal that the ship may have regcuined her route before 
any loss occurs. 

(2) There is a deviation from the voyage contemplated by the [policy -
(a) Where the course of the voyage is slpeclfically designated by the policy, 

and that course is departed from: or 
(b) Where the course of the voyage IS not specifically designated by the rpollcy, 

but the usual and customary COUl1Se IS departed from. 
(3) The intention to deviate IS Immatenal; there must be a deviation ~n fact 

to dIscharge the insurer from his l1ablhty under the oontract. 
And Section 47 of the Act saYls that: 

47 - (1) Where several ports of discharge are' speCified by the poLicy, the ship 
may' plrocee:d to all or any of them, but, m the absence of any usage or sufficient 
cause to the contrflry, she must proceed to them, or such of them as she goes to, 
in the order designated by the pohcy. If she does not there is a deviation. 

(2) Where the pohcy IS to "PODts of discharge", withm a given area, which 
are not named, the ship must, in the absence of any usage or sufficient cause to 
the contrary, proceed to them, or such of them as she goes to, in their geograiPhi~ 
cal oirder. If she does not there is a deviation. 

37 L.c. 388. 
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tual route belongs to the captain of the ship. His powers in this re
spect are considerably wide. Second, deviation is undoubtedly reaso
nable if it takes place with the intention to save human life. Since the 
adoption of the Act of 1924 it is also considered as justified if pursued 
in order to save property 38. 

4. The result of unreasonable deviation in England - similarly to 
what we shall see in the American law - is displacement of the con
tract. This statement must be qualified by an important addition, na
mely that the displacement takes effect if the shipper, havtng know
ledge of the deviation, will not affirm the contract. 

If he will not, the carrier guilty of deviation is no longer entitled 

38 Section 49 of the Marine Insurance Act, 1906 regulates the IProiblem of 
reasonaible deviation m the following words: 
49 - (1) Devdation or delay in prosecuting the voyage contemplated by the policy 
is excused -

(a) Where authorized by any slPecial term in the policy; or 
(b) Where caused by circumstances beyond the control of the master and his 

employer; or 
(c) Where reasonably necessary in order to cOIDIPly with an express 01' implied 

warranty; or 
(d) Where reasonably necessary for the safety of the ship or subjeot-matter 

insured; or 
(e) For the purpose of saving human life, or ariding a ship in distress where 

human life may be in danger; or 
(f) Where reasonaibly necessary for the lPurpose of obtaining medical or surgi

cal aid for any person on board the ship; or 
(g) Where caused by the barratrous conduct of the master or crew, if barratry 

be one of the perils insured against. 
(2) When the cause excusing the deviation or delay ceases to operate, the 

ship must resume her oou,se, and prosecute her voyage, with reasonable ddspatch. 
As to the reasonableness of deviation, see e.g. Temperley's comment, I.e., 76,77. 

A1so E. F. Stevens, Ocean Carriage 50 (1956). 
For interesting comments to the provisions of Section 49, see Arnould, 1.c. 

409,410. The author argues convincingly that the term "deviation" imlPlies the con
cept of space or locality that, therefore, it should not be used in the sense of 
delay - the notion relating to time. And he concludes that " ... there is no need 
for the fiction that an unJustiJ'iable delay amounts ito a deviation. In the Mar. 
Ins. Act, 1906, devlatIOn ils not - he stresses - defined as including delay". 
(Ibidem, 372) Contrary approach to these notions seems to be favoured in ScrutJton, 
I.c., 296). The writer says that "delay m performing the contract voyage may also 
constitute a deviatIOn (cit. omIt.), Just as delay in carrymg out the inst:!red voyage 
may oonstitute a devia1ion under an msurance p01icy. And the writer - contrary 
to the 1906 Act and Arnould's interpretation - cites In support of the preceding 
statement ss. 48 and 49 of the said Ad. 

SOI1utton's view seems to be shared in Carver, Carriage of Goods by Sea 501 
(10th. ed. 1957), !Where it has been stated that "delay amounts to a deviation when 
it is sUrch 90S >to' substitutt;) an entirely dif.Et;)rent service from that contemplated 
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to the bill of lading exceptions. Consequently, he becomes an msurer 
of the cargo and even loses the common law exceptions granted to the 
common carrier 39. 

On the other hand, if the shipper prefers, despite the deviation, to 
have the contract valid, the contract will not cease to be determinative 
of the rights of the parties. In such case, the shipper will be entitled 
to damages for any loss caused by deviation. The carrier, however, will 
be obligated to prove that the shipper has really chosen to treat the 
contract of carriage as valid. If he is not able to perform this obliga
tion, the contract loses its legal effect 40. 

As a striking illu.stration of the consequences of unreasonable de
viation the case of the ship torpedoed by German submarine may be 
quoted. The ship deviated without reasonable cause and during devia
tion was hit by the torpedoe. The Court ruled, after having decided 
that the deviation was unjustifiable, that the carrier could not be protec
ted by the common law lexception. That he could not be excused by the 
fact that the loss was brought about by the King's enemies 41. 

HI 

1. It has been observed in the American literature 42 that the con
cept of deviation was primarily a device in contracts of marine insu
rance. Its role and effects therein have been well characterized by 

(cit., omit.); drt must make the voyage one dIfferent from the contract voyage 
(cit. omit)" But Carver concludes (501, 502); "But the term "deviation" is sometI
mes loosely used to describe any delay beyond the shortest reasonable time;in 
which a voyage can be cairrJed out." (cH. omit.) 

In our humble olPmrion Arnould's view is better. All the more so because the 
"loose usalge" of the term deviation has made an arstonirshing "progrress". A striking 
illustration of this may be found in the concept of "quasI-deviation" (Carver, I c, 
506, 507). This has been descnbed in Carver, 1 c, 506, in the statement that "any 
breach of contract of so serious a character as to entitle the party aggrieved to 
treat it as repudiated and to rescind it has the effect of a deviation - unless 
it is waived irt abrogates the exceptIons clauses in the conttract and lPuts an end 
to the contract as a whole". 

39 He becomes liable for any loss unlesrs he can prove that the loss was caused 
by the act of God, by the Kmg's enemies, or by inherent vice of the goods, and 
unless he can prove in addlmon that the loss would have arisen even if there had 
been no deviamon See Scrutton, 1 c, 298 

40 See also consequences of unreasonable deviation defined in sUJbsecmon 46 
(1) of the Marrine Insurance Act, 1906. 

41 James Morrison & CO. V. Shaw Savill & Co, (1916) 2 K.B. 783; See stevens' 
Elements... 448, 449. 

U See Griffin, I.c., 2223. 
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Judge Hough 4cl. He said that "if an insured shipowner fails to pursue 
that course of navigation which experience and usage have prescribed 
as the safest and most expeditious mode of proceeding from one voyage 
terminus to the other, he violates a tadt but universally implied con
dition of the contract between himself and his underwriter, who is 
therefore freed from liability for loss subsequent to deviation because 
the assured has enhanced or varied the risks insured against". 

In the light of this statement deviation is considered as a departure 
from the customary route. However, as has already been indicated in 
the English part of our discussion, this definition requires qualifica
tion. The point is that a departure from the route prescribed by cu
stom may be agreed upon in the contract of carriage as well as in the 
insurance policy. If such is the case, Judge Hough's definition should 
be limited in scope. It should be said that the carrier deviates when he 
departs from the customary and contract route 44. 

Let us examine the analysis adopted by Judge Hough. Why does he 
assume that the insurer is free from liability in case of deviation. The 
first ground for his assumption, expressly stated by him, is that the 
deviation from the prescribed route increases or changes the risks 
insured against. The second, more fundamental ground on which his 
assumption rests is that the deviation actually results in a different 
voyage, a voyage which has not been contemplated in the contract of 
insurance. The insurer is, therefore, not lbble; he cannot be liable 
because there is no agreement on his part to the different voyage. And 
no agreement by himself to insure against the increased risks 45. 

The latter observation finds support in what might be recognized, 
within the law of marine insurance, as the third ground or reason for 
the limited liability of the insurer. The contract of insurance is typi
cally one of the so-called fiduciary relationships. Their essential featu-

43 Citta dI Messma, 169 Fed. 472; quoted in Griffin, Ibidem. 
44 Cf. Knauth, The Amencan Law of Ocean Bills of Lading, 154 (1937). The 

author says that "to ,constitute deviation there must be a departure both from the 
customary route and also from the contract route, Jf that differs from the custo
mary route." Poor writes that a deviation is a departure from the contrarctual 
course of the ship. He adds, however, that the contractual course may be in part 
defined by express contract and in part by the usage and custom of the business, 
or even of the particular shipowner (I.e., 189). In a more precise definition devia
tion has been described as "a voluntary derpaI'lture, without necessity or reaso
nable cause, from the relgular and usual course of the ship [nsured". See Poor, 
l.c., 197; Griffin, I.c., 2225. 

45 Cf. Griffin, 2224. Phillips, A Treatise on the Law of Insurance, V,Ol. I 553 
(5th ed. 1867) say1'1 that " ... deviation ... is- the enhancing or varying from the risks 
insured against as described in the policy, without necessity or just cause, after 
the risk hq,s begun". (cit. omit.). 
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re is that the utmost good faith of both contracting parties is indi
spensable 46. And the insured, when he increases or changes the risk 
of the voyage without the knowledge of the insurer, must be charged 
with bad faith, 

His bad faith and the variation of risks resuLting from his conduct 
displace the contract of marine insurance and release the insurer. In 
short, the carrier departing without reasonable cause from the custo
mary and contract route is said to be guilty of: (1) suibstituting unlaw
fully a new voyage for the voyage agreed upon, (2) subsequent increase 
and variation of the risks ocE the voyage, (3) abuse of the fiduciary re
lation which is the essentialium of the contract of insurance. The car
rier aoting in this way frees the insurer from liability. 

The analysis described above had successful career in the American 
maritime law. It has been applied also to cases where the carrier did 
not depart geographically from the customary or contract route, where 
there was no deviation in the striot sense of the term 47. Attempts have 
been made to apply it to any breach of contract by the carrier 48. This 
resulted in dangerous widening of the scope of the deviation concept. 
The danger would not be grave if it would be made clear that the said 
concept is used by analogy in! the contract breach other than the devia
tion sensu stricto. It seems, however, that the idea of analogy is rather 
lost sight of in the concept of the so-called "constructive deviation" 
which covers contract breaches differing from deviation 49. 

The "constructive deviation" -- not known in the English law 50 - is 
a vague notion. It can work unjust results in the law of insurance as 
well as in the law of carriage. 

2. One legal writer 51 has stated that "the doctrine of deviation is 
an anomalous thing in the law of carriage". That "indeed, it does not 

46 Cf. Griffin, 1 C., 2224. 
47 Knauth, I.c., 156 observes that "strictly speaiking, a deviation by a ship is 

a geographical matter.' 
48 ct Griffin, I.c., 22(24; Knauth, l.c., 156. Knauth indIcates that the doctrine 

has not been applied in case of lack of due dIligence on the part of the carrfier 
to make the ship seawoirthy. If the ship puts into a port of refuge because of 
unseaworthiness resulting from lack of due diligence before sail~ng, the blll of 
lading does not belcome void. In such a case then the deviation doctrine is nOlt 
used, notwithstanding the fact that there is a phYlsical departure from the custo
mary or contl'act course of voyage. 

~9 Cf. Griffin, 1. c. 2224; Knauth, l.c., 156. 
50 But it has much in common with the "qualsi-deviation" reterred to in 

Carver, l.c., 506, 507, (See note 38, supra). 
i1 Griffin, I. c., 2223. 
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belong in the law of carriage at all". This radical view mFY be looked 
upon from various angle,s. We might even vote for it. 

We might do so if we had a definition of the contract of carriage whe
reby the carrier would not be under the obligation to observe the course 
of voyage prescribed by custom or contract. Whereby he would not 
be liable towards the shipper in case of deviation, irrespective of his 
liability towards the insurer. In other words, if a given contract of car
riage consists only in the obligation of the carrier to carry by sea de
fined goods to an agreed destination and in the shipper's obligation to 
pay defined freight - and nothing at all in this hypothetical contract 
is said about the course of voyage the carrier should not depart from, 
about localities he has to pass through - then one might think that 
the contracting parties contemplated the carrier's freedom to adopt any 
route, that the problem of deviation does not, therefore, exist. 

It is obvious, however, that the approach indicated above is unaccep
table. Security of economic intercourse would be destroyed if the carrier 
had freedom to sail according to his wish, without consideration of 
the shipper's interest. The better view, supported by long experience, is 
to charge the carrier - even if nothing is spelled out in the contract -
with the duty to observe the route prescribed by custom. Su.ch 
duty would not be imposed upon him only in the case where freedom 
from it has been provided for in the express terms of the contract. 

The above considerations militate aga1inst the opinion that deviation 
has no place in the law of carriage by sea, that it " ... does not belong 
in the law of carriage at all". As the matter of fact, the author of this 
verdict admitted that one of the grounds for the doctrine of 
deviation as applied in the contract of marine insurance is also appli
cable to the contract of carriage. He said: "Now my thesis is that the 
first of these principles, - i. e., that the ship is making a voyage dif
ferent from that agreed upon, - may be applied, if the facts warrant 
it, to cases of carriage ... " 52. He stressed at the same time " ... that the 
second principle, - i. e., variation of risk, - is an insurance doctrine, 
having nothing to do with contracts of carriage" 53. It may probably 
be accepted that the latter sta,tement is a true reflection of what the 
author had actually in mind when he wrote in sweeping terms that the 
doctrine of deviaton " ... does not belong in the law of carriage at all". 

Let us see closer what are the limits of the doctrine's application 
within the American law of carriage. As has already been indicated, it 
is argued that its shape in the law of marine insurance is different 

52 Griffin, l.c., 2224. 
53 Griffin, ibidem. 
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from that which is relevant in the contract of carriage 54. The distin
ction in this respect between the contract of insurance and the con
tract of carriage Wlas looked for also by Ithe author of the following 
statement: "As applied to the relation of carrier and shipper, shorn of 
all obligations entailed by reason of insurance of cargo or freight the 
term [i. e. deviation] is not applied in so strict a sense" 55. It has been 
said that the increase or change of risk is not a deviation within the law 
of carriage, that it does not cause voidness of the contract of carriage 
and invalidation of the exceptions provided for in the bill of lading 56. 

What is a deviation in the American law of carriage? What are really 
the underlying legal grounds for the doctrine of deviation in this de
partment of law? The explanation thalt the doctrine is based on the 
ground that there exists an implied warranty not to deviate seemed 
to one of the authors " .. .like lifting oneself by the bootstraps. We 
imply a warranty - he said - in order to explain deviation, and then 
we explain deviation by saying that there is an implied warranty. 
Why should a warranty be implied?" - he asks 57. He thinks that 

54 See also KISh v. Taylarr, 1912 A. C. 604, 621. It was saId in this case that 
"the fact that by a policy of insurance the insurer merely indemnifIes the !insured 
against loss from certain nskis, and it is iherefore hIS nght not to have these 
Disks increased, differentiates... altogether the case of an insurer from the cas€' 
of an indorsee of a bill of lading whose goods have been brouth safely and unda
maged to the port of discharge". ThIS statement on its face sounds well, but, if we 
pursue the questlOn further we must ask: What about an indorsee of a bill of 
lading whose goods have not been brought safely to the port of discharge. Doesn't 
he deserve the same protection and htle to right which the msurer is given? 

55 The IndraiPura, 171 Fed. 929, 933. 
56 See Malcolm Baxter, Jr., 277 U. S. 323; the llurret Crown, 284 Fed. 439, 297 

Fed. 766; Kilsh v. Taylor, 1912 A. C. 604. In case where the bill of lading exceptions 
(see Selc. 4 of the U. S. Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1936) are invalidated, the 
carrier becomes liable like common carrier or his lilabiltity ts even greater. He is 
said to become an msureT of the cargo, he ~s said to be under the obligation to 
make good the losses to the cargo, irrespective of whether the liosses have been 
caused by the deviation. Cf. Griffin, I.c., 2223. 

57 Griffin, I.c., 2225,6. The author rejects the implied warranty explanation. 
He al'lgues that the teTm "warranty" has two meanings F'irst, it ils merely a pro
mise which Lorms part of a contract. An implied war['anty of seaworthiness ris an 
example of such a promise. Its breach - contends the author - does not destroy 
bill of lading exceptions, and does not make the ShlP an insurer. It, therefore, 
has oonsequences differing from those flowing from the deviation. It gives to the 
cargo only the right to damages proximately resulting. Secondly, the term "war
ranty" means a condition of the contract which must be cOffi[)lied with tin order 
that the contract may be valid. The author calls warranties in this sense "express 
representations as to past or existing facts" or "express limitations of the SCOiPe 
of the contract". One of his examples !in rthis direction is life insurance policy 
with a warranty regarding past <)ondition of health. In case there is a oreach Qf 
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there must be some substantial reason behind it. The real explanation, 
according to him, of the consequences of deviation in the law of carria
ge is the fact that the ship which has deviated substitutes a different 
voyage for that agreed upon. The contract is applicable only to the 
contractual voyage, and not to the non-contractual one. The ship de
parting from the contract route takes the goods to an unauthorized 
place and is therefore charged with greater responsibility. In support 
of these observations the following judicial opinion is quoted 58: 

"... the shipowner who by deviating has voluntarily substituted 
another voyage for that contracted for in the bill of lading cannot 
claim the benefit of an exception contained in the special contract, 
which is only applicable to the voyage mentioned in that contract". 

Deviation, then, changing the course of the voyage, changes what 
the author calls physical location of the cargo. He sees two analogies 59. 

One is in the IC8se frustration causing the extinction of the contract owing 
to the lack of its subject-matter. And the other analogy is afforded in 
the relation between principal and agent. The principal is liable for 
the agent's action so long as the agent acts within the limits of his 
authority. If he acis within these limits the principal is not free from 
liability, notwithstanding the fact that the agent's action may be negli
gent. The principal is free, however, when the agent acts beyond the 
authority granted to him. Similarly, negligent performance of the voyage 
by the ship does not constitute deviation so long as the ship obser
ves the voyage agreed upon. N egligeni performance may be considered 
as a breach of contract with its usual, not exceptional, consequences. 

The author concludes 60 that there is no deviation in cases where: 
(1) the ship sails too fast in fog, (2) she runs ashore, (3) she sails in an 
unseaworthy condition, even if this condition causes deviation from 

such warranty the contract becomels void and of no effeot as against anybody. 
This consequence, then, ils different again from the consequences brought about 
by the deviation (no SUiPport dn the bill of lading exceptions, Jiahility exceeding 
the common law liability of a carrier). 

The author posed almost the same questlOn a& EoImes in the folJowing pas
sage: "You can give any conclusion a logical form. You can always imply a con
dition in a contract. But why do you imply it? (Emphas1s added). It is because of 
some belief as to the pracmce of the community or at a class, or because of some 
opinion as to policy, or, in short, because of some a,ttirtude of yours u!pon a matteir 
not capable of exact quantitative measurement, and therefore not capable of foun
dmg exact logical conclusions". (The Path of the Law, 10 Harv. L. Rev. 465,466, 
1897). 

58 Griffin, l.c., 22126; Thorley v. Orchis S.S. Co., 1907. I K.B. 660. 
59 Griffin, iLc., 2227. 
60 ~Ufin. ibIdem. 
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the voyage. In short, the ship deviates only in case where she delibera
tely changes the course of the voyage. The author formulates his final 
conclusion in these words 61: 

"This suggests that the real test is one of place. When the ship devia
tes, she carries the goods to an unauthorized place and thereby makes 
herself responsible for their safety. That is the foundation of her lia
bility" . 

3. We are not satisfied with the above explanation. It seems to 
us that it stops half-way. It explains when the ship deviates, when she 
becomes responsible for the goods. But it does not go deep enough to 
answer why the ship is charged with unusual responsibility. Is 
the change of place a decisive criterion for the foundation of the liabi
lity? 'lye are ready to accept without hesitancy that the change of the 
course of voyage is a physical fact whose legal consequence is the de
termination of the time of rise of the increased liability on the ship's 
part. It does not constitute, however, in itself a sufficient legal ground, 
the legal rationale supporting the exceedingly high liability of the ship. 
This criterion, if taken alone, is unable, it is submitted, to account for 
the concept which we shall refer to later - the concept of the so-called 
reac;;onable deviation. 

If one assumes that the change of place is to be the foundation of 
liability, it is difficult to understand this considerable significance 
which has been conceded to the "reasonable" change of place. 

If the chang'e is "reasonable", there is no foundation, or, putting it 
more precisely, the change ceases to be the foundation of liability. Well, 
one might say that here as elsewhere the reasonable deviation or reaso
nable change of place is nothing more than an exception to the rule. 
We think, however, that the change of place, taken alone, is not the 
principle of liability and the reasonable change of place is not an 
exception to it. 

The contract of carriage by sea creates a peculiar legal relationship 
because carriage by sea is a service of peculiar nature. Its peculiarity, 
which is of interest to us now, consists - still in our time - in its 
dangers. Its dangers are the very foundation for the limited liability of 
the carrier. But the limited liability of the carrier cannot be and is not 
sustained without certain conditions. 

The carrier has the benefit of the bill of lading exceptions, and the 
shipper has to bear greater risk of sea dangers so long as the carrier 
does 110t deviate from the contract route. So long the lion's part, so 
to speak, of the responsibility for cargo is carried by the shipper. This 

61 Griffin, ibidem. 
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division of responslibility is based on the confidence that both parties 
will perform in utmost good faith their duties; and particularly on the 
confidence that the carrier will not increase the dangers contemplated 
by the shipper through departing from the contract route. It is appa
rent that, in our approach, the relationship created by the contract of 
carriage by sea is a fiduciary relationship. It results from its nature 
that the carrier, when he has deviated, violates his trust in carrying 
the goods and he is, themfore, guilty of gross negligence because he does 
not fulfill the terms of the confidential relationship. 

An objection may be raised against this analysis. It may be said 
that, recognizing the fiduciary nature of the carriage relation, we come 
back where we started - to the insurance relationship. And yet we 
know that it has been attempted to draw far-going distinction between 
the two. 

It seems to us that also in the law of carriage the trust idea sup
ports more than anything else the deviation consequences. But this 
idea should not be pressed so far as to pave the way for the concept 
of "constructive deviation" in the law IOf carriage. Here it has less justi
ficatlOn than in the insurance area. Here deviation should be understood 
as "a voluntary departure, without necessity or reasonable cause, from 
the regular and usual course" 62. If it is deemed appropriate to apply 
consequences of deviation in the above sense to a case where there is 
no such deviation, it should be made perfectly clear that the doctrine is 
applied by analogy 63. 

However, there has been growing tendency to use the concept of de
viation without limitations. This is described well in the following ju
dicial observation 64: 

"The term "deviation" in the law of shipping has at the present day 
a varied meaning and wide significance. It was originally employed, no 
doubt, for the purpose its lexicographical definition implies, namely to 
express the wandering or straying of a vessel from the customary 
course of voyage; but it seems now to comprehend in general every 
conduct of a ship or other vehicle used in commerce tending to vary or 
increase the risk incident to a shipment". 

It may be asked where is the reason for this expansion of deviation 
in the law of shipping. Why the insurance approach conquers the law 

62 HosteHer v. Park, 137 U.S. 30, 34 L. Ed. 568. 
63 Worth praise m th~s respect is the decision in Johns Corporation, 63, U.S. 

119. Instead of stowmg goods under deck - iln accordance WIth the contract
the ship stowed them on deck. The Supreme Court has sa~d that the ship is liable 
"as for a deviation." (Em,pasis added). Cf. Griffin, I.c., 2228. 

6. The Indrapura, 171 Fed. 929. 
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of carriage and exports to it its concept of deviation. This question has 
not been considered by bitter opponents 65 of the growing tendency. 

'.\'ith due resped for the difficulty of the queSltion suggelsted we think 
that its solution may be looked for in the fact that not only the ship 
but also the cargo is insured. The fact is that the risk to the cargo 
shifted from the carrier to the shipper is in turn transiferred by the 
shipper to the insurer. No doubt, the latter is anxious to protect best 
the cargo's interest in the contract of carriage. He will do all he can 
to catch the carrier's guilt and to shift back to the carrier his (i. e. the 
insurer's) liability towards the shipper. And it is easy to see that he 
will like to use also for this purpose just the device which has been 
used by him successfully against the carrier in the contract whereby 
the ship is insured. The device's name is, as we know, "constructive 
deviation". 

It seems to us that the preceding observations may help to explain 
why such cases as wI10ngful drydocking, towing, extraordinary delay in 
sailing etc. have been recognized as deviation, although strictly speaking 
the doctrine of deviation has been applied to them by analogy. In his 
hostility against the rule of "constructive deviation" in the law 
of carriage, Griffin 66 claims that the above cases "are all instan
ces of actual deviation" because they involve taking the goods to an 
unauthorized place. We are not happy with this view. At any rate, 
these cases do not fall under the standard definition of deviation quoted 
above. 

There is one thing which cannot be over-estimated in connection 
with the foregoing remarkls. When one tries to draw the dividing line· 
between the standard definition of deviation and "the deviation by 
analogy", and between the latter and the usual breach of contract, the 
borderline cases may frequently present difficulty 67. It must be ad-

65 In partIcular GrifLln, througholut his critIcal observatIons referred to above, 
failed to put forward this question. 

66 L c., 2227, 2229. 
67 ThilS may be exemplIfIed by the Pinellas case, 1929 A.M.C. 1301. The ship, 

owing to a stnke of her1 engmeers, could not proceed under her own power and 
was towed from Savannah to Charleston, m order to complete at Charleston her 
loading sltarted at Savannah. After her arrival at Charleston she was surpplied 
with :fiuel oil and caught fire owing to some neglIgence. The cargo was damaged. 

The District Court ruled that: The Shlrp had not been prolPerly constructed or 
competently manned; these faults had caused the fIre; these faults had constituted 
neglect of ihe shirpowner, therefore he had no defence under the Lire statute; 
the shipowner was hable. The District Court sald also that there was a deviation 
on the part of the ship because she was towed. It supported this fmding with 
the opinion expressed In the Indra[)ura, 171 Fed. 929 - a case of fire in drydock. 

In that opinion the following statement was made by the Court: 
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:miHed that the problem does not lend itself for an easy and durable 
solution. Undoubtedly, history would explain it better than logic. Con
flicting economic interests are involved in it. The shipper, the carrier 
and the insurer guard their own fields. They produce the main driving 
force which has shaped in response to the needs of time the form and 
content of the law of deviation, the concept of deviation and constructive 
deviation. It has been responsible for the development of the so-called 
reasonable deviation. We shall turn now to the consideration of what is 
meant by reasonable deviation in the American law. 

4. Sec. 3 of the Harter Act 68 states i. a. that " ... the vessel, her 
owner or owners, charterers, agent, or master ... " shall not be liable for 
losses resulting " ... from saving or attempting to save life IQr property 
at sea, or from any deviation in rendering such service". According 
to Sec. 4 (4) of the U. S. Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, 1936 "any de
viation in saving or attempting to save life or property at sea, or any 
reasonable deviation shall not be deemed to be an infringement or 
breach of this Act or the contract of carriage, and the carrier shall not 
be liable for any loss or damage resulting therefrom: Provided 69, howe·
ver, that if the deviation is for the purpose of loading or unloading 
cargo or passengers it shall, prima facie, be regarded as unreasonable". 

It has been observed that the American Act has enlarged in Sec. 4 
(4) the rights of the carrier 70. Prior to its adoption any deviation, 
without regard to its reasonableness, was treated as a violation causing 
the displacement of the contract of carriage. This treatment was not in 
consonance with the general criterion of the validity of the bill of la
ding clauses. The criterion is that the clauses should be reasonable under 
all the circumstances. 

According to this general test, expressly adopted by the 1936 Act, 
deviation, if reasonable, is excusable and does not displace the contract. 
The legislator did not give clear indication which would facilitate the 

"So fD[' like reasons, towing, or being towed, was added to the list of acts 
to which i,s properly imputable an element of risk not contemplated by the con
tract and therefore consltituting a deviation". 

The Binellas case was appealed. The CIrcuit Court of Aippeals (1930 A.M.C. 
1875) affirmed the decision of the District Court. It found that the fire was cau
sed by the shipowner's neglect. No mentIOn about deVIation, however, has been 
made by the Clrcuit Court. Cf. Griffin. I.c., 2229, 2230. 

6B The Hmter Act of 1893 IS still in force. See Knauth, l.c. 120. For illumi
nating observations on the economic reasons underlying the ado\ption of the said 
Act, Isee Tempedey, l.c., Ill. 

69 This pll'oviso is only in the American Ad, lit is not in any other Hague 
Rules text. See Knauth. l.c., 156, 157. 

70 Knauth, l.c., 154. 

8 - Prawo VII 
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recognition of what deviation is or is not reasonable. It is up to the 
judge to pass decision on this issue. We shall review a couple of cases 
to see how the American judges approached the problem of reasonable
ness of deviation. 

In Accinanto Ltd. v. Cosmopolitan Spg. Co. 71 the ship proceeded 
in 1948 from New York to Antwerp, Cherbourg, Havre and Boulogne 
She was to call at the ports named in that order. However, the bills 
of lading clau5es gave her authority tlO call at other ports if delay wa1s 
anticipated at the port of discharge. They also provided that directions 
of any government should be adhered to, When the ship left New York 
a strike broke out at Antwerp and it was clear that she could not 
discharge the cargo according to plan at that port. In the meantime she 
received notice from the French government directing that most of the 
cargo consigned to it should be carried to and discharged at Brest. She, 
therefore, called at Brest. After her arnval at Brest, she caught fire 
and, together with the cargo, was destroyed. The Court ruled that: 
proceeding to Brest was authorized; the claim of the consignees of the 
Antwerp and Havre cargo that there was deviation was unfounded. 

The second case. In The Wildwood 72 a ship proceeding from New 
York to a port in the vicinity of Vladivostock with a cargo of copper 
changed the course and went back to U. S. Pacific port anticipating the 
danger of British capture. World War II had begun, RUSSIa however 
was not a belligerent then. The bill of lading authorized the decision 
taken by the ship in case she was in danger of capture. The Court ruled 
that her decision to terminate the voyage was proper. 

The third - the Willdomino case 73. A general ship had refit at 
the Azores. Then she was steered towards New York. The captain 
knew that he had insufficient coal supply and could reach New York 
only if the weather was favourable. As the voyage went on it appeared 
that more coal was necessary. The captain called, therefore, at a bun
ker port and stranded while sailing in a fog along the Nova Scotia 
coast. The lower courts ruled that he deviated impairing contract and 
custom. The Supreme Court condemned the master Ior hesitation and 
not taking a decisive action. For steering to New York, although he 
thought seriously about stopping for bunkers. The SUipreme Court did 
not consider the reasonableness of his action. Under the Convention and 
the Acts - says Knauth - the reasonableness " ... could be argued and 
might well alter the result" 74, 

71 199 F. 2d 134, C.A. 4 Cf. Poor, l.e, 193, 194. 
72 133 F. 2d 765, C.C A. 9. See Poor, l.e., 194. 
73 (366A), 1924 A.M.C. 889, 300 Fed. 5; affirmed, 1927 A.M.C. 129, 272 U. S. 718. 
74 Knauth, I.e., 155. 
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As has already been indicated, Section 4 (4) of the American Act has 
the additional - not known in the other texts - proviso: 

"If the deviation is for the purpose of loading or unloading cargo 
or passengers, it shall, prima facw, be regarded as unreasonable". 

This proviso limits the freedom of the carrier. But perhaps it has 
less significance than its wording suggests. The presumption of unrea
sonableness can be overcome by proof that deviation in order to load 
or unload cargo or passengers was actually reasonable. Moreover, the 
principle expressio unius est exclusio alterius will help to argue that 
deviation to take, e. g., fuel or stores cannot be considered as unreaso
nable under the Proviso. However, the Proviso testifIes that the Ame
rican legislator is not in favour of unlimited freedom of the carrier. 
We shall not devote special paragraph to the consequences of unreaso
nable deviation in the American law. It does not differ in thls respect 
from the English law. 

IV 

1. In contradistinction to the British Act of 1924 and the Ameri
can Act of 1936, the French Act of 1936 - L'oi du 2 avril 1936 75 -

contains provision with regard to deviation which differs considerably 
from the text of Art. IV, r. 4 of the Brussels Convention. The French 
provision we have in mind is Art. IV, r. 6. It says that the carrier 
shall be liable for all losses or damages to the goods unless he proves 
that they result from assistance or saving or an attempt in thIS direction 
or from deviation made for this purpose 76. 

The difference between the law of April, 1936 and the Brussels 
Convention, the different formulas w,ith regard to deviation incorpora
ted in them, bring out the question of the extent to which they are 
applicable. Accol'dmg to Art. 10 of the Convention, its provisions are 

7:i Relatlve aux translPorts des marchandIses par mer (Journ. Off. dill 11 avnl 
1936). 

76 "ht. IV: Le transporteur est g8rant de toutes pertes, avanes ou dommages 
subls par la marchandlse a moms qu 11 ne prouve que ces pertes, avanes ou dom
mages provlennent": 
"No. 6 D'un acte d'asslstance, ou de sauvetage ou de tentatIve faIte dans ce but 
ou encore de deroutement du navne eifectue a cet effet·,. 

The French text of Art IV r. 4 of the 1924 ConventIOn reads as foHows: 
"Aucun deroutement pour sauver ou tent er de sauver des VIes ou des bIens 

en mer, nI aucun deroutement ralsonnable ne sera considere comme une Infrac
t'lOn a la presente conventIOn ou au contrat de transport, et le transporteur ne 
sera responsable d'aucune perte ou domm8ge en resultant". 
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applicable to every bill of lading made in one of the contracting sta
tes 77. In view of this Article the law 'Of April, 1936 or, precisely, its 
rules differing from the respective rules of the Convention, could not 
be applied in France, Algeria and colonies - contrary to Art. 12 of the 
Law. The contradiction between Art. 10 of the Convention and Art. 12 
'Of the French law has been discussed in the legal literature 7,[3. 

Ripert 79 suggests i. a. that, in order that the Convention might be 
applicable, it is necessary that the bill of lading, made in one of the 
contracting states, be possessed by a citizen of another contracting 
state. Marais 80 thinks that Niboyet offered better interpretation 'Of 
Art. 10 of the Convention. Niboyet declared that it seems to be in 
consonance with general prindples of the international law to decide 
that the French 1936 law should be applicable to the internal relations, 
and the Convention to the international relations. 

Niboyet's approach, although it may seem plausible, is not in con
sonance with the express language of Art. 10 of the Convention accor
ding to which its " ... dispositions ... s'appliqueront a tout connaissement 
cree dans un des Etats, clQlntra,~tan;1Js". (Emphasis added) 8>1. 

There is an international relation - says Niboyert further - where 
the carriage is effected between a French port and foreign port, or 
where one party ·to the contract is of foreign nationality. Marais adds 
that even in this case the law of April, 1936 will be appLicable if both 
parties to the contract of carriage are French. He indicates, moreover, 
that in his opinion where the bill of lading covers the voyage between 
two French ports and is made by a French carrier for a French ship
per - the French law will be applicable, irrespective of the nationa
lity of the bearer of the bill of lading. 

The preceding remarks point to the fact that the real adoption of an 
international convention is not an ea1sy problem. Even the ratification 
of a given convention does not, unfortunately, indicate with certainty 

77 "Art. 10. - Les dilspositions de la present.e convention s'appliqueront a tout 
connaiSlsement cree dans un des Etats contractants". 

78 Cf. Marais, Les Transports Internationaux de Marchandises par Mer 22, 23, 
(1949), (hereafter called Marais Int.). 

79 Ripert, Droit Martime, T. II 263 (4e M. 1952). 
80 Marais Int., ibidem. 
81 In connection with these observat,ions the critioism of Scat Cairns deserves 

attention. He said Ithat "the accuracy of the conc~usion ... that a bil[ of lading issued 
in a country which has adopted The Hague Rules is not, in the courts of that 
country, subject to these Rules unless it express1ly incorporates them seems a sur
prisi,ng one". D. A. Scott Cairns (rev.) Carver's Carriage of Goods by Sea (9th ed. 
1952) 69 The Law Quarterly ReV\iew 259, 260 (1953). 
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that its provIsIOns will be given full effect by the ratifying powers 82. 

Here as elsewhere changing and conflicting economic interests con
stitute one of the greatest barriers to the effectiveness of inter-· 
governmental agreements. But this observation cannot be pursued 
further, as we have intimated at the outset, within the compass 
of this discussion. We cannot do better in this connection than to re
peat Cardozo's 83 words: "A richer scholarship than mine is requisite 
to do the work aright". 

2. It wall be seen from the texts of Art. IV, r. 4 of the Convention 
and Art. IV, r. 6 of the French law that considerable divergence bet
ween them consists in that the French law does not mention at all about 
the reasonable deviation. 

The draft of la Loi 1936 submitted to the Parliament accepted enti
rely the language of the ConvenUon in this respect. However, the Com
mission of the Chambre des Deputes has thrown out the reasonable de
viation concept from Art. IV. The argument was that the concept had no 
raison d' etre 84. 

L~t us look more closely at la Loi du 2 avril 1936 and at the French 
approach towards the deviation. La Loi says that the carrier is autho
rized to deviate in order to perform "un acte d' assistance ou de sauve
tage" (Art. IV, r. 6). This phrase, the distinction oetween "assistance" 
and "sauvetage" not used expressly in Art. IV of the Convention 85, 

raises some doubts. In the first place, the' question arises whether la 
Loi draws distinction between saving of life (l'assistance aux person
nes) and saving of property (sauvetage des biens). 

It has been said that from the legal point of view saving of life is 

82 FOir .interesting remarks as to the reason for differences between the Con
vention and the French 1936 law, see Ripert, I.c., 2512 et seq. 

83 The Nature of tile Judicial Process 13 (1955). 

84 See Marais Int. 176. The author says with regard to the Commission's 
argument: .,Cela ne nous parait pas cf'rtain. En tOIUS cas, la Commiss10n a cree 
l.me difference entre le texte de la Convention et celui de la loi du 2 avril 1936. 
Cette methode de legijerer est tres defectueuse eu egard aux efforts tentes depuis 
si longtemps pour essayer d'etabLir en ces matieres une loi internationale IUnifor
me." (Emphasis added). This frank look at the matter and understanding of its 
significance is very valuable. All the more ISO when ,we compare it with Ripert's 
observation: "La dIfference de n§daction [i. e. the difference between the said 
articles of the Convention and la Loli] n'est pas tres importante etant donne que 
le deroutement deraisonnable constituerait une faute nautique du capitaine. Les 
arrnateurs se courrent contre cette foute par une clause expres,se (cit. omit.). La 
f&ute est aujou<Lr'hui couverte par la loi ellememe en tant que :liaurte naut'ique ... " 
(Ripert, l.c., 421). 

85 But adopted in the Brussels Convention of September 24, 1910. 
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a naval action which should be distinguished from saving of property 86. 

Saving of life involves an aid given by one ship to another ship which, 
despite its damaged condition, still has the features of a vessel and on 
whose board there are still persQns in danger of death P7. An action to 
give such aid is - argues Marais - what has been described by la Loi 
in Art. IV, r. 6 as "acte d'a1ssistance ou de sauvetage, tentative faite 
dans ce but, deroutement du navire effectue a cet effet". Saving of 
property only, when life is not in danger, ~s not an action within the 
meaning of the foregoing rule and, a fortiori, of the Convention itself. 
Therefore, continues the same author, the carrier is charged with the 
losses resulting from ~t. 

3. What is actually meant by deviation (derontement, changement 
de route) in the French literature. In the definition of Emerigon which 
is precise and has been generally accepted 88 deviation is translated 
into the following words: "Le navire change de route lorsqu'au lieu de 
suivre la voie usitee, ou celle qui lui est permise par le contrat, il en 
prend une differente, sans perdre toutefois de vue l'endroit de sa de
stination" S~. 

To illustrate Emerigon's definition we shall state briefly the case 
from his treatise. It occurred long ago, and yet, like the book 90 in which 
it has been described, this interesting case expresses today the living 
force of the law. In 1776 the ship le Carnate was to go from Lorient 
to Pondichery, Madras, China and come back to Lorient, with liberty 

86 Marais, Les Transports de Marchandises par Mer 55 et. seq. (1948) (hereinaf
ter called Mairais Tr.) Rlpert, !!ow2ver, says that " ... le sauvetage et l'assistance 
soni meme chose." But it is submitted that Ripert himself weakens this statement 
by his furlther ohservation: "Mms la loi francaise ne prevoit le deroutement qu'en 
vue de l'assistance; la Convention internationale est plus large ... " (l.IC., 699). 

87 Marais Tr., ibidem; Ripert, l.c., vol. HI 121 et seq. 
88 AJrnou1d's opinion is indicative in this direction. Quoting EmeriglOn's defini~ 

tdon he Isays: "The language of Emerigon is marked with all his usual terseness 
and perspicuity." (Arnould, l.c., 371). 

89 Emerigon, Trade des As,surances et des Contrats a la Grosse T. n. 94 (nouv. 
ed. par P. S. Boulay-Paty, 1827). From deviation the authO!r distingruishels clearly 
the change of voyage (changement de voyage) in the following wording (l.c. 92): 
"Si le navire met a la voile pour toute autre destmation que celle du voyage 
assure; ou si, parvenu a la hauteur et vue au lieu du reste, il va a run en droit 
plus eloigne; ou si, en s'ecartant de la route legitime, dans laquelle il etait entre, 
il abandonne sa destination primitive pour aller ailJeurs, dans tous ces cas le voy
age est change". 

90 In ANliOuld, l.c., 367 the following testimony deserves to be 1;>rought QuI; 
here: " ... meaIlfWnile the attention of the sLudent may be directed to the thirteenth 
chapter of Emerigon's great work, an admirably arranged magazine of legal lear
ning and aCCUJraite ,thought. Boulay-P1aty, in his Cours de Drmt Mar., Vol. 3, tit. X, 
s 9, has done litte more than copy his disting,uished predecessor". 
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to can where necessary in 'Order to sl:lpply and repair the ship. The 
carrier received an amount of money from bankers in Paris who insu
red it in London for the said voyage. The carrier gave afterwards secret 
instructions to the captain. After having reached Pondichery he was 
required by these instructions to sail to Bengal and then turn back for 
Europe without going to China. This amounted to a route differing from 
the route originally planned and insured by the bankers from Paris. 

Le Carnate left Lorient in December, 1776 and called at Pondi
chery in .Tune, 1777. It appeared that her hull was damaged, but repair 
was effected without special difficulty. After unloading and loading 
of goods the ship proceeded to Madras and then followed the course 
consistent with the secret instructions. After over three months she 
came back to Pondichery and in March 1778 left for Europe. In October 
le Carnate sailed along the coast 'Of Bretagne and was seized by an 
English corsair. Subsequently she was steered to England. 

Her captain had said that he could n'Ot proceed to China because of 
damaged hull. He had to change the course - said he- for Bengal t'O 
arrange for repairs there. The lower court ruled that the London insu
rers sh'Ould cover the Paris bankers' loss. 

On appeal the secret instructions, found in the meantime Oil board 
le Carnate, were submitted t'O the Court. Lord Mansfield delivered its 
opinion. 

Lord Mansfield, reversing judgment of the lower court, decided that 
the ship deviated unreasonably from her contractual route; the insu
rers were not, therefore, liable for the loss. Where is deviation - said 
the Judge after an exhaustive examination of the case - the contract 
is displaced. 

Emerigon approves entirely Jof lVIansfield's ,opinion and decision. 
Asked for advice, he told the Paris bankers that the carrier, and not 
the insurers in London, is liable for the whole loss 91. Emerigon states 
expressly that where is no sea danger, where devbtion is voluntary, 
irrespective of whether it was ordered by the insured or his captain, 
the ill'lurers Rre not liable 92. The question of reasonable deviation is not 
exhaustively discussed in his doctrine. But it seems reasonable to assu-

91 It is worth notmg the admlratlOn of the author for MansfIeld's alPproach to 
the case. He admIres the celebrated Judge who decided the case at the time of 
war between England and France. He exwresses hIS feeling in these words: "On 
ne saurait s'empikher d'admarer cette maniere de proceder, qruelque e[oignee 
qu'eUe soit de nos moeurs, car 1'Impression que la vertu fait slUr nous est si forte, 
que norus l'aimons Jusque dans nos ennemis memes," (ctt, O/TIit.) (ElJ;nerigon, l.e" 
103), 

92 L,e" 95, 97. 
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me that the principles he has developed are in substantial agreement 
with the English common law of insurance, so well codified in the 
Marine Insurance Act, 1906. 

4. However, the French law of sea carriage has its different, original 
features. True, the definition of deviation in France is drafted like the 
Anglo-American definitions. Nevertheless, the French approach to the 
problem and to its legal consequences presents a new picture. Ripert 
paints it with expressive colours. He says that the duty not to deviate 
is imposed solely upon the captain, that the unique sanction, con
sequence of the deviation is the liability of the captain. And he adds 
that this liability cannot be enforced unless the deviation caused da
mage to the shipper. Besides, he remarks, default of the captain is 
a nautical fault covered by the law of April, 1936 or by negligence 
clause 93. 

It seems to us that Ripert is in favour of almost complete irrespon
sibility of the carrier. Somewhat different attitude is reflected in his 
introductory observations, in the section dealing with deroutement. He 
admits that deroutement results in the liability of the carrier (l'arma
teur) so far as the fault of the captain caused damage to the shipper 
because of delay or damage to the goods. But as there must be, he 
stresses, the causal relationship between the fault and damage, the car
rier is not in his opinion liable for casus fortuitus after the deviation, 
unless the shipper proves that casus fortuitus would have not affected 
the cargo, if the ship had not deviated 94. 

An attempt has been made, says the author, to maintain that the 
voyage after deviartion goes beyond the contract (un voyage extracon
tractuel) and therefore the carrier is pleno iure liable for all accident':) 
occurring during the voyage, and even cannot seek protection in the 
lading bill exceptions 95. Ripert is rather against this attempt, which, 
as we have seen above, has full recognition in the American and English 
law. He finds support in the view that the said attempt testifies to the 
confusion between the route and the voyage. If there is a simple devia
tion (simple deroutement) - he argues - the carriage effected is the 

93 Ripert, l.c., T. n. 420 He says: "MalS ces mterdictions [Le. the prohIbition 
against deviation] ont comme umque sanctlOn la responsabllite du capitaine. Or 
cette responsabilite ne peut etre mIse en jeu que Sli l'irregularite du voyage a ete 
pour les chargeurs une cause de preJudlCe. La faute du capitaine est d'railleurs 
une faute nauhque couverte par la 101 du 2 avn1 1936 au par la negligence-clause. 

94 French judicial decisions are not quite clear as to whether the burden of 
proof is imposed on the shipper or on the captain. See Ripert, l.c., 420. 

95 Ripert, I.e., 420 and tbe decisions cIted thereUl" 
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carriage contracted for; and there is simply the fault of the captain in 
the navigation - states Ripert. 

The author mentions that English courts have treated deviation as 
the reason for the contract's displacement resulting in that the sea car
rier becomes a common carrier charged with increased liability for the 
goods. He states, in accordance with the decisions, that the English and 
American courts consider deviation as contractual fault of the carrier 
and not as the fault of the captain 96. But - this is important - he 
declares expressly: "Cette solution ne doit pas et re admise en droit 
frant;8is. Le deroutemernt n'est pas l'abandon du voy::tge" 97, 

With great respect fo[" the learned author, we feel that his unqua
lified statement is very discouraging. Everybody who desires more and 
more understanding in the international intercourse must think with deep 
concern that such statement is an attempt to defeat the purposes of the 
Brussels Convention ratified by France. 

The celebrated and justly revered jurist 98 does not give reason for 
optimism. Also in his comment on reasonable deviation 99, he does not 

96 See also interesting dIScussion m Mara~s Int. 176, 177. 
97 L.c., 421. The second sentence is somewhat misleading since in RIpert's 

presentat,ion even ,,I'abandon du voyage" seems to be treated ,more as "une faute 
du capitaine" than "une faute contractuelle du transporteur". 

98 It is worth mentIOnmg that special publIcation has been devoted to him 
(Le droit prive fran<;;ais au m~lieu du xxe stecle. Etudes offertes Et Georges RIpert. 
T. 1. Paris 1950). 

99 An example where the French court·s analYSIS may be compared with 
the English judIcial analysis :iJIl cases of reasonable deviation may be found lin 
Droit Maritime Fran<;;ais 434 (1949) The French court (Tribunal de commerce du 
Havre, 31 Mars 1944) has said: ,,1. - La route assignee a un naViire d'une ligne 
rCgUlieTe n'est par determinee par rapiPort a la distance la plus courte mais par 
rapport Et la ligne desservie, ceRe-ci s'dnspirant de considerations commerciales 
plut6t que geographiques". 

"Ne constitue done iPas un deroutement le faIt par un navire avant charge 
au Congo des marchandises a destination de Dunkerque d'etre, paSlse devant ce 
port sans y entrer, d'avoir touche Hambourg et de n'etre revenu qu'ensuite 
a DUIlikerque lorsque, affecte a une ligne reguliere il a suivi son itineraire nor
mal, fixe depuis de longues annees, de notoriete publique". 

"H. - L'application de la clause d'un connaissement autorisant le capitaine 
a faire escale dans tous ports, danls n'irn,porrte quel ordre, ne peut se heurter 
qu'au controle des tribunaux en cas d'usage abusi.f. Un tel abus n'exliste pas lorsque 
le capitaine s'est conIorme a l'itineraire choisi par l'armateur et connu depuils 
de longues anneels par la clientele de la ligne". 

Marails Int. 173, 174, 179, 180 in his discussion of reasonable deviation cites 
American, E!1Jg1ilsh and Irish cases. Only in the section devoted to what he calls 
"deromement en tant qu'acte du capitaine" (p. 177, 178), he brings out some French 
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follow the course delineated by the Convention. He does not attach 
importance to the fact that the law of April, 1936 (Art. IV) accepts de
viation "au cas d'assistance ou de sauvetage de personnes ou de biens" 
but .omits the language of the Convention in respect of the reasonable 
deviation. He has this to say on the matter 100: "La difference de re
daction n'est pas tres importante et ant donne que le deroutemernt de
raisonnable constituerait une faute nautique du capitaine. (Emphasis 
added). Les armateurs se couvrent contre cette faute par une clause 
expresse (cit. omit.). La faute est aujourd'hui couverte par la loi 
elle-meme en tant que faute nautique". 

The comments written by Ripert are all the more discouraging when 
one reads the dramatic address delivered by M. Ramadielr in 1930. His 
words indicate clearly how great was the need for an international regu
latjon of the carriage by sea and proper drafting of the caI'lrier's liabi-

cases. He notes i a. Le Havre, 26 Mars 1923, Dor, 2-563 noted (see above) by 
Ripert (I.e., 420). See also Marais Tr. 58-61 where American, English and Irish 
cases are sU[lplled. 

100 L.c., 421. SImilar observation m Christ. De la Responsibtltte du Transpor
teur Maritime d'apres les Lois frant;aise et allemande des 2 avnl 1936 et 10 aotlt 
1937, p. 112 (1943). He says: 

"Si le deroutement est effectue dans un autre but (L e. other pUl1pose than 
saving of life or property) ou si tout en etanit, e~ltrepris dans ce but, iil n'est pas 
"raisonnable", il n'est pas couvert par le no 6 de l'article 4, et constitue ii priori 
une faute (arg. art. 4 in fme). Notre loi qUI a reuni sous cette dISposItion unique 
le contenu des §§ 60S, no 6 et 636a allemands [i. e. of the German Commercial 
Code] se montre done plus severe Et l'egard du transporteur que ces derniers (et 
d'ailleurs la Convention de Bruxelles)" 

The reader might assume that the French law is indeed more severe towards 
the camier than the Convention and American, English, German, and other laws, 
However, not the formula but ItS application IS, here as elsewhere, decislive. Christ 
explains what happens really in the French law behmd the fat;ade of Art. IV 
N. 6 of la Loi 1936 in the following words: 

"Mais si les deroutements mentionnes constituent, d'apres notre texte fral1(;aIS, 
une faute encore s'agira-t-il de L'apprecier: Si celle-ci- rev et le caractere de faute 
nautique, et ce sera le cas presq1te toujours, l'irresponsabiIite sel'a encore acquise. 
(Emphasils added). Dans ees conditions, l'on peut se demander si c'etait bien utile 
d'allonger le texte de notre loi en mentionnant specialement le cas de non respon
sabilite figurant SOIUS le no 6. Le transporteur, par contre, serait responsable d'un 
deroutement non couvert par loi causant un dommage aux objects transportes s'il 
l'avait ordonne lui-meme par T.S.F. Et son capitaine se trouvant en mer, plUisque 
dans ce cas, il y auralt faute Ipersonnelle de sa part." 

Well, this suggestion cannot satisfy the jusuified demand of the shipper. 
Clearly, the limitation of the carrier's liability to that caused by his personal 
fault is against the basic purposes of the 1924 Convention. 

In thils connection Isee again Marais Int. 176 and Marais Tr 60 where he 
criticizes the French 1936 law and says that the text of Art. IV no. 6 sho1,J.lq be 
in consonance with the Convention. 
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lity - so well reflected in the pioneering document called Harter Act. 
M. Ramadier expressed grea1t truth in the following text 101. 

"L'exoneration du transporteur aboutit a un scandaleux abus. On 
confie des marchandises a un navire pour les transporter a bon port, la 
Compagnie de navigation livre n'importe quoi, n'importe ou, dans 
n'importe quel etat. Et le destinatai.re doit s'incliner, trop heureux 
d'avoir cependant reQu quelque chose ... ". 

" ... n'ayant plus d'autre limite que leur conscience les armateurs font 
chaque saison de nouveaux progres dans la negligence". 

It is difficult for us to believe that Ripert as well as other writers, 
with their insistence on "faute nautique du capitain~", support effecti
vely "les armateurs" making continuously new progress in negligence, 
and particularly in unreasonable deviation. Unfortunately, scripta ma
nent. We see no reason why the carrier should not in today's naviga
tion be responsible for his captain's default. True, the dangers of navi
gation are still great to many ships. But the carrier hidIng himself 
behind the captain's default wants us to believe that his ship and his 
agent, the captain are from the good old times of Christopher Columbus. 
We cannot treat seriously this "challenge". 

Marais, despite his praisewoT'thy call for complete uniformity bet
ween Loi 1936 and the Convention, is - like Ripert - in favour of the 
carrier's non-responsibility in case of deviation. In short, he says, con
trary to the Anglo-American doctrine, that the captain deviates, not 
the carrier. And he thinks that one of the leading ideas of the Conven
tion was to establish a cause of legal exculpation of the carrier, of his 
non-liability for the acts, negligence and default of the captain. 

To this contention - which seems to be surprising in the light of 
M. Ramadier's indignation - Marais adds 102: "Or, nous suppo
sons que le deroutement injustifie est l'acte exclusif du capitaine. Nom; 
pensons donc qu'une saine interpretation de la Convention, suivant son 
esprit conduit a consacrer la conception fran!;aise en matiere de deroute
ment". 

As we know "la conception fran!;aise" - evidently not favoured by 
M. Ramadier and French shippers - means that the shipper who suf
fered damage by carrier's default, not infrequently very serious damage, 
is told to go to the poor captain. 

Now, this was not the purpose of the Convention. And unjusti
fied deviation is not, as a rule, the exclusive act of the captain. If it was, 
the captain would be fired pretty soon by the powerful carrier corpo-

101 Cf. Chavaudret, Le Responsabilite du Transporteur Maritime d'apr?~$ la Loi 
du 2 avril 1936, p. 1 (1939). 

l02 Marais Int. 177. 
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ration. Thelre is 1110 shortage of captains Itoday. It ils, by and larrge, 
mu.ch easier to have the Iship's crew today than at the time of the oar and 
the sail. But there is no need to fight further for the truth with our 
inexperienced pen. M. Marais himself knows it. Let him speak 103: 

"Mais, comme le deroutement injustifie aura presque toujours pour 
resultat u.n profit procure au transporteur, ce cas d'exoneration [Le. the 
exculpation in the case of unjustifiable deviation caused exclusively by 
the captain] ne jouera en pratique tres rarement". 

In Vliev of this frank sltatement one may ask IWhy the slame arulthor, 
only rbwo pages back, defernded the caflrier aJnd w8JI1Jted us itlO believe that 
"le deroutement injustifie est l'acte exclusif du capitaine" This may 
be OIne of the questiorns leadirng right into the middle of ;the legal baJtitle 
fought >aflOlUind the economic conflict we have referlred to tlime anld again. 
The cornfliot amorng the shipper, the carrier, !the banker, the ilI1Jsu['er, the 
consignee of the cargo - frequelnrhly represen!ting five differernt naJtiorn~
lities 104. 

Wc think that it may be appropriate to end the French part of this 
discussion with the observation that will be reiterated in the final con
clusions. The observation is that the Anglo-American concept of devia
tion based on contractual fault of the carrier is more wholesome, &0 to 
speak, than the French approach. More wholesome because it reflects 
better the true - let us say so - distribution of powers among the 
characters of international trade. Because it indicates without sophistica
tion that in the age of Diesel and wireless, the carrier has - in the 
final analysis - much more to say about the carriage he contracted to 
pe:::-form than the captain - his obedient servant. 

Therefore we think that also in this area, similarly to other depart
ments of law, the principle of vicarious liability 105 deserves recognition. 

103 Marars Int. J 79. 
104 Cf. Chavaudret, l.c., 2. 
105 Laski in most illumtnatmg analysis sees its basis, similarly to other legal 

principles, " ... in the economic condItions of the time". (Basis of Vicarious Liabi
lity [an essay in The Foundations of Sovereignty (1921)] 259). He says that " ... the 
employer [in our case the Icarner] is h~mself no more than a public servant, to 
whom, for special purposes, a certam addItIOnal freedom of action, and therefor 
a greater measure of responsibility has been vouchsafed" (cit. omit.). 

If Ithat employer is compelled to bear the burden of his servant's torts even 
when he is himself personally without fault, it is because in a social distribution 
of proftt and loss, the balance of least dtstU1'bance seems thereby best to be obtai
ned (cit. omit.) (Emphasis added) le, 260, 261) . 

. ,It is only' by enforcing vicarious liabilIty that we can hope to make effecti
ve those labor laws intended to promote the welfare of the workers; (cit. omit.) 
for dt is too frequently the corporation that evades the s,tatute or attempts to 
discredit it (cit. oput). It is useless to argue that the responsibility rests upon 
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v 

The discussion we have tried to present is not complete. It suffices, 
however, we hope, to bring out clearly enough the Issues of great 
importance w1thin the field we have attempted to cover. What emerges 
in the first place in the study of the law 'Of deviation is the need for 
"substantial improvement" 106. Improvement - in what dIrection? 

In order to answer this question in simple language let us, 
primarily, set out the list of more essential issues dlsclosed in our pre
sentation. 

First of all, there is the cardinal discrepancy between the Anglo
-American and French approach towards the carrier's liability. As we 
know, in England and in the United States it is held that the carrier 
deviates, that deviation (unreasonable deviation) is analysed in terms 
of the contractual fault of the carrier. We have already sa~d and say 
it again that this approach is right. And we repeat that the French 
treatment of deviation as "faute du capitaine" is, shortly speaking, 
old-fashioned and unjust. 

Second, the notilOn of the '·constructive deviation" (American law) 
and the notion of the "quasI-devlatIon" (English law), the fictions resul
ting therefrom are not welcome "guests" in the maritime law. Also it 
is not desirable to say that delay is a deviation. True, fiction may be 
a helpful instrument for the legislator; it may save his time and it 
may help in working out a clear legislative statement. But it tends 
unavoidably to create artificiality, to erect "iron curtain" between law 
and life. Someone said that the virtue if pressed too hard becomes 
a vice. It seems that fiction in the law becomes a vice without pressing 
too hard, or even without any pressing. Arnould's teaching merits atten
tion also in this respect. Let us repeat his words 107: " •.• there is no need 
for the fiction that an unjustifiable delay amounts to a deviation. In the 
Mar. Ins. Act, 1906, deviation is not defined as including delay". 

the agent; fOIl It IS unfortunately too clear that men may act very dIfferenUy illl 

their l!l1stItutlOinal relatIOns tthian illl theIr ordmary mode of hfe". (CIt. omit) (l.c.276, 
277). 

Why shouldn't we <a[)ply La:;,kI's argument to our case and say: It is useless 
to argue that the responsIbIlIty rests upon [the captam]; for It IS unfortunately 
too clear that [thE' captam] may act very dIfferootly In [hIS serVIce] relatIO!l1S than 
in [his] ordmary mode of lIfe. 

106 The phrase borrowed from Rosenthal's conclUSIOn: "From the anaJysls 
that has been made It IS ObVIOUS that there IS need for substantIal uTIlProvement 
m the fIeld of mternatIOnal commerCial arbItratIon." (ArbItratIOn In the Settle
ment of InternatIOnal Trade DIsputes, II Law and yonteIIliPorary Problems 831 
(1945-1946). 

107 L.c., 372. 
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Third, it i~not quite certain whether deviation in order to save pro
perty is justified. In England and in the United States such a ~eviation 
wa3 not justifiable prior to the adoption of the Hague Rules. After 
their adoption great weight of authorilty excuses the carrier who devia
tes for property saving. In France "sauvetage" has not been raised to 
the legal status, so to speak, of "assistance"". Only the latter operation 
(to save life) justifies deviation. But this circumstance as well als 
non-recogniUon by the French of the "reasonable deviation" does not 
mean at all that the French carrier is treated badly. He says that his 
captain deviates. Fortu.nately, the French courts have attempted to de
mand more explanation from him (Ripert, as has been indicated, does 
not praise the judicial distrust) and look for his express orders to de
viate. and also for his profit derived from deviation (Marais discloses 
this informaltion). 

F'ourth, the ru.les contained in the British and American Car·
riage of Goods by Sea Acts (1924, 1936) and in the French law 
(1936) do not, unfortunately, follow faithfully the spirit and the letter 
of the Brussels Convention. As far as the deviation problem is concer
ned, la Loi du 2 avril, 1936 is particularly objectionabJe. The American 
Act, on the other hand, deserves praise. It has changed the letter of 
the Convention by adding the Proviso to Art. IV, r. - this is true. But 
this change reflects tendency for improvement of Ithe Convention, and 
not the intention to circumvent it. The Proviso aims at increasing the 
liabili.ty of the deviating carrier. 

Fifth, neither the spirit, nor the letter of Art. IV r. 4 of the Con
vention itself is clearly expressed. It lends itself for various interpreta
tions. Like many international rules it is a compromise reached half': 
-heartedly, a by-product of conflicting economic and national interests 
and, last not least, differing doctrinal views 108. No wonder then that 
it ignores - as Temperley put it - " ... a crucial feature of the legal 
problem which devhlJtions and deviation clauses rai,se". And [10 wonder 
that, in spite of good intentions which animated its spoll3ors, it fails 
to restrict the pradi:cesl 10f the cairriers who - let M. Ramadier speak -
"n'a~Tant plus d'autre limite que ]eur conscience ... font chaque saison de 
nombreux progres dans la negligence". 

We come back to our postulate and question: in what direction 
should a "substantial improvement" be made? The alllswer is that the 

108 Professor Kopelmanas has @iven to our Seminar a valuable infOlrmation 
in this respect (at the meeting on April 3, 1958). According to him, the fa,tigue 
of debalters contributes much to the adoption of a dIscussed draft. At the beginning 
of the conference they disagree, later when they are tired agreement is likely 
to be achieved. 
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desirable improvement should aim at a, complete recognition of " ... a cru
cial feature of the legal problem which deviations and deviation clauses 
raise". This cannot be done overnight. It seems that the time is not ripe 
yet for the postulated reform. Decisive steps to revise Art. IV r. 4 of the 
Convention and its national "photographs" can successfully be under
taken - when? 

When it will become clear that the sea carrier benefiting more and 
more from the telchnical :progrelslsl shou.ld bear mone responsibllity for the 
activity he pursues. The sea carrier himself may be compelled, soonel 
or later, to accept this contention, faced with the growing competition 
of the air carrier. 

It seems, however, that there is another element which is indispens
able for the achievement of the proper legal regulation of the devia
tion problem, its international regulation. An understanding, it is sub
mitted, must be reached that there is no reason why the deviating car-
I 

rier shou.ld be liable towards the insurer, and avoid or try to avoiid 
liability towards the shipper. That there is no justified reason in the 
modern maritime law for the existence oj two different concepts of 
deviation: 1) "insurance deviation", 2) "carriage deviation". Vigorous 
advocates of the carrier's freedom might say that our postulate goes 
to the fabulous region where the fact ends and fancy begins. They 
might say that we disregard this considerable difference which exists 
between the contract of carriage and the contract of insurance. No, we 
are not going so far. 

What we want to disregard is not the difference between the con
tracts themselves, but the difference between two kinds of deviation, 
"insurance deviation" and "cardage deviation". We strongly advocate 
that consideration be given to the possibility of the creation of one de
viation concept, of uniform deviation concept modelled after the "insu
rance deviation". In other words our contention is that if the ship devia
tes under the contract of insurance it deviates as well under the con
tract of carriage 109. 

109 It may be worth noting at thIS Junction an mteresting analogy in Gray v. 
Gardner case (17 Mass. 188, 1821). There was a conditIOn in the contract of sale 
that if whaling v6ls'seLs will bring greater quantity Oil' oil alt named p~rts on agreed 
dates the buyer wHl be free from obligation incurred under the said contract. 
AnalYlsing this ClondItion, "the arrival of a certain quantIty of oil at, the sPeoified 
places in a given time", the Court held that this harp,pemng shouldl be treated in 
the same way in the contraclt of sale alS it wloluld be treated under the contrract of 
insurance. The Court said: ,,011 is to arrIVe at a given place before twelve o'c~ock 
at night. A vessel with oil heaves in sight, but she does not come to anchor before 
the hour is gone. In no sense, can the oil be said to have arrived. The vessel is 
coming until she drops anchor or is moored. She may smk, or take fire, and never 
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We have noted, however, in the American part that there is a war
ning in the American literature against the so-called "constructive de
viation" imported to the law of carriage from the law of insurance. 

Do we want to model the postulated uniform concept of deviation 
after the "constructive deviation" concept which is said to impose 
hardship upon the carrier? We hope that it has been made sufficiently 
clear in the American part and also at the outset of this chapter that 
our answer to this question is negative. Where do we find then the con
templated model? 

The model is in the English law, in the Marine Insurance Act, 1906 
which is an example of good legislative work 110. Not only its sections 
relating to the deviation proper (46, 47, 49) deserve consideration in the 
direction suggested. The whole chapter entitled The Voyage, from Sec. 
42 to Sec. I 49 both inclusive, should be strongly recommended for 
adoption, rriutatis mutandis, into the law of carriage by sea. Into the 
Bru.ssels Convention and its counterparts in the national mternal legisla
tions. It merits such recommendation because. besides other virtues, it 
takes conscientiously into account the justified interests of all those 
taking part in the maritime adventure. 

The suggested approach finds particular support - let us stress it 
again - in the fact that deviation exposes to danger both - the ship 
and the cargo. The cargo is also insured. And it is difficult to under
stand that one and the same departure from customary and contractual 
route should be treated as deviation in relation to the shlip, and not as 
deviation where cargo is involved. Deviation for the insurer, not devia
tion for the shipper. True, here as elsewhere, historical reasons are at 
the root of the matter. The contract of carriage and the contract of 
marine insurance have their different historical developments, under 
whIch also their "own deviations" grew. But, with due respect for the 
history, the legal profession responsible for the modern maritime law, 
for its development, is faced with the situation where historical diffe
rentiation ceases to be valid. 

Let u's propose the solution, which we should work for, in this final 
conclusion: Our end is a uniform law of deviation in the maritime law 

arrive, however near she may be to her port. It is so in contracts of insurance; 
and the same reason applies to a case of this sort." (EITlIphasis added) (Quoted dn 
Dawson and Harvey, Cases and Materials on ContTacts and ContTact Remedies, 
Vol. IH 687, 1953). 

110 It is worth mentlOnmg that at the meetmg of our Seminar, during 
discussion of insurance cases, Professor Berman said that this Act merits high 
praise. 
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of carriage and insurance. Our means to this end are the following pro
visions of the Marine Insurance Act, 1906 111. 

The Voyage 
Implied condition as to commencement of risk 

42 - (1) Where the subject matter is insured by a voyage polIcy 
"a,t and from" or "from" a particular place, it is not' necessary that the 
ship should be at that place when the contract is concluded, but there 
is an implied condition that the adventure shall be commenced within 
a reasonable time, and that,ll if the adventure be not so commenced the 
insurer may avoid the contract. 

(2) The implied condition may be negatived by showing that the de
lay was caused by circumstances known Ij;o ~he insurer before the con
tract was concluded, or by showing that he waived the condItion. 

Alteration of port of departure 

43 - Where the place of departure is specified by the policy and the 
ship instead of sailing from thalj; place sails from any other place, the 
risk does not attach. 

Sailing for different destination 

44 -- Where the destination is specWed in the policy, and the ship, 
instead of sailing for that destinaMon, sails for any other destination, 
the risk does not attach. 

Change of voyage 

45 - (1) Where, after the commencement of the risk, the destihation 
of the ship is voluntarily changed from the destination contemplated by 
the policy, there is said to be a change of voyage. 

(2) Unless the policy otherwise provides, where there is a change 
of voyage, the insurer is discharged from liability as from the time of 
change, that is to say, as from the time when Ij;he determination to 
change it is manifested; and It i'3 immaterial that the ship may not in 
fact have left the course of voyage contemplated by the policy when the 
loss occurs. 

Deviation 

46 - (1) Where a ship without lawful excuse, deviates from the 
voyage contemplated by the policy, the insurer is discharged from lia-

111 See Arr'nould, l.e., 1211, 1212. 

9 - Prawo VII 
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bility as from the time of deviation, and it is immaterial that the ship 
may have regained her route before any loss occurs. 

(2) There is a deviation from the voyage contemplated by the po
licy -

(a) Where the course of the voyage is specifically designated by the 
policy, and that course is departed from; or 

(b) Where the course of the voyage is not specifically designated 
by the policy, but the usual and customary course is departed from. 

(3) The intention to deviate is immaterial; there must be a devia
tion in fact to discharge the insurer from his liability under the con
tract. 

Several ports of discharge 

47 - (1) Where several ports of discharge are specified by the po
licy, the ship may proceed to all or any of them, but, in the absence 
of any usage or sufficieIllt cause to the contrary, she must proceed to 
them, or such of them as she goes to, in the order designated by the 
policy. if she does not there is a deviation. 

(2) Where the policy ils to "POlI1ts of diischa!1ge" within a given a!1ea, 
which are not named, the ship must, in the absence of any usage or 
sufficient cause to the contrary, proceed to them or such of them as 
she goes to, in their geographical order. If she does not there is a de
viation. 

Delay ,in voyage 

48 - In the case of a voyage policy, the adventure insured must be 
prosecuted throughout itlS course with reasonable despatch, and, if 
without lawful excuse it is not so prosecuted, the insurer is discharged 
from liability as from' the time when the delay became unreasonable. 

Excuses for deviation or delay 

49 - (1) Deviation or delay in prosecuting the voyage contempla
ted by the policy is excused -

(a) Where authorised by any special term in the policy; or 
(b) Where caused by circumstances beyond the control of the ma

ster and his employer; or 
(c) Where reasonably necessary in order to comply with an express 

or implied warranty; or 
(d) Where reasonably necessary for the safety of the ship or sub

ject - matter insured; or 
(e) For the purpose of saving human life, or aiding a ship in di

stress where human life may be in danger; or 
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(f) Where reasonably necessary for the purpose of obtainmg me
dical or surgical aid for any person on board the ship; or 

(g) Where caused by the barratrous conduct of the master or crew, 
if barratry be one of the penIs insured against. 

(2) When the cause excusing the deviation or delay ceases to ope
rate, the ship must resume her course, and prosecute her voyage with 
reasonable despatch. 

Katedra Prawa Cywilnego 


